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Abstract

A novel approach is proposed for ezpresaing and com-
puting eficienily a large cla88 of problem8, including

jinding the shortest path in a graph, that were previ-

ously considered impervious to an efiient treatment in

the declarative framework of logic-baaed languageu. Our

approach w based on the u8e of ruin and nmx predi-

cate having a jht-order semantica defined using mleu

w“th negation in their bodien. We show that when cer-

tain monotonicity condition8 hold then (1) there ezists

a total well-founded model for these progmrnn contain-

ing negation, (2) this model can be computed eflciently

using a procedure called greedy fixpoint, and (3) the

original program can be rewritten into a more eficient

one by puuhing rnin and max predicate8 into recursion.

The greedy jizpoint evaluation of the program express-

ing the shorted path problem coincideu with Dijkdra’s

algon”thm.

1 Introduction

of, say, Dijkstra’s algorithm on the shortest path prob-

lem. In this paper we explicitly introduce min and

mar predicates —meta-level constructs with a first or-

der semantics— allowing a declarative specification of

such programs, and develop efficient techniques for im-

plementing these programs.

Example 1, below, gives a declarative formulation of

the shortest path problem. Given a directed graph rep-

resented as a base relation arc, the predicate path com-

putes the set of all triples (X ,Y, C) such that there is a

path from node X to node Y whose cost is C. The predi-
cate slqath (X ,Y, C) is intended to yield all the triples

(X ,Y, C) such that C is the least cost among all paths

from node X to node Y.

Example 1:

sh.path(X, Y, C) -- min(C, (X, Y), path(X, Y, C)).

path(X, Y, C) + arc(X, Y, C).

path(X, Y, C) + path(X, Z, Cl),

arc(z, Y, C2),

c=cl+c2. n

Current research on deductive databases and logic pro-
A precise semantics can be assigned to our program,

gramrning strives to support a declarative high-level
by simply viewing the first rule containing the min pred-

problem formulation without losing the levels of effi-

ciency obtainable by careful programming in an im-
itate as a short hand for the following rule:

perative language. In thk respect, a particularly dif-

ficult challenge is posed by problems, such as finding

the shortest path in a graph, that can be viewed as a
generalization of the graph-closure problem. While cur-

rent deductive databases deal very well with closures,

they cannot even approach the elegance and efficiency
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sh-path(X, Y, C) + path(X, Y, C),

l(path(X, Y, Ci), Cl < C)).

This has formal semantics, inasmuch aa the negated

conjunct in parenthesis can be defined by a new pred-

icate, yielding a stratified program [1,11]. However, a

straightforward evaluation of such a stratified program

would materialize the predicate path(X ,Y, C) and then

choose the smallest cost tuple for every X and Y. There

are two problems with this approach: first, it is very

inefficient, and second, the computation could be non

terminating if the relation arc is cyclic, These problems

can be solved by observing that all minimum paths of

length n+ 1 can be generated from the minimum paths

of length n. Thus the min predicate can be pushed



into recursion, in sucha way that the generation of new

paths is interleaved with the computation of shortest

paths, yielding the following program:

Example 2:

path(X,Y, C) + arc(X, Y, C).

path(X, Y, C) + sh_path(X, Z, Cl),

arc(z, Y, C2),

C= C1+C2.

s&path(X, Y, C) + min(C, (X, Y), path(X, Y, C)). ❑

Unfortunately, as we attempt to give a meaning Ex-

ample 2 using negation, i.e., by rewriting it as in the

previous example, we obtain a non-stratified program,

with all the open semantic and computational issues

therewith. These problems, widely recognised by de-

ductive database researchers, have been the subject of

two recent works [2,5]. These works however, consider

the general problem of aggregat es, e.g., including aver-

age, sum, etc. Our paper focuses only on extrema aggre-

gates and proposes specialized, and thus very efficient,

techniques for handling them. Although our discussion

deals explicitly only with min programs, the symmetric

properties of max programs follow by duality,

The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-

tion, we introduce the notion of monotonic min pro-

grams, and prove that these programs are weakly strat-

ified [6], and therefore have a total well-founded model

[12,10] which coincides with their unique stable model

[4]. In Section 3 we introduce the greedy jizpoint pro-

cedure, which is based on Dijktra’s shortest path algo-

rithm [3], and can be used for the efficient computation

of monotonic programs-we prove that it is sound and,

if not trarudinite, complete. In Section 4 we examine

the problem of taking a program where a min predicate

is given as a post-condition on a recursive graph com-

putation, and transform the program into an equivalent

one where the min predicate is pushed into the recursive

rules. Once this done, the greedy fixpoint procedure can

then be used to efficiently compute the transformed pro-

gram. In Section 5 we consider the problem of pushing

the min predicate in combination with the magic set

method (constant pushing). The last section presents

an overview of related approaches and issues for further

research,

2 Syntax and Semantics

The notion of a minimum naturally assumes the ex-

istence of a domain of constants over which a total

order is defined. Formally, we assume the existence

of an alphabet of constants, functions and predicate

symbols including two predicate symbols d(unary) and

<d(binMy). We also assume that there is a Herbrand

interpretation of this alphabet such that the interpre-

tation of d coincides with the Herbrand Universe of the

alphabet and the interpretation of <d is a total order on

d. This alphabet together with the Herbrand interpre-

tation is called a cost domain. The predicate symbols

of this alphabet cannot be redefined by other means.

Definition 1: A special atom is of the form

min(Y, S, Q) where:

1.

2.

3.

Q is an atom of first order logic.

S is a set of variables, called grouping variables,

and Y is a variable such that Y @ S. All variables

in S U {Y} appear in Q.

The variable Y is constrained to take values only

from the cost domain d. •1

Definition 2: A rnin atom is either a special atom

or an atom of first order logic. A min literal is either a

min atom or its negation. ❑

Following first order logic, we define rm”n-formulas

(open, closed and universal), and rein-clauses induc-

tively using min-literals as the base case. We say that

a rein-clause is definite if there is exactly one positive

literal in the clause and this literal is an atom of first

order logic i.e., is not a special literal. A ruleset R is

a finite set of definite min clauses. A rnin program is a

pair (R, C) where R is a ruleset and C7is a cost domain.

Both examples 1 and 2 are min program.

The semantics of a rnin program is defined by tak-

ing a ruin program P and defining a first order for-

mula foe(P), called the first order extension of P, ob-
tained by replacing every occurrence of special atoms

min(Y, S, Q) by the following clause in first order logic:

Q A d(Y) A 7(Q’ A d(Y’) A Y’ <~ Y))

where

● Q’ is the clause obtained from Q by replacing every

occurrence of a variable W not belonging to S by

a new variable W’.

● The predicates d and <d are assumed to be pre-

interpreted in the cost domain.

Example 3: Let F be the min atom

min(c, (X), path(X, Y, C)). Then ~oe(~) is:

~th(x, Y, C) A d(c) A

-n(puth(X, Y’, C’) A d(C’) A ((7’ <~ C)) •1

Definition 3: Given a min program P we will say

that I is an interpretation of P if and only if it is an

interpretation of foe(P). ❑
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Observe that such an interpretation will contain to-

tally ordered domains, an ordering predicate, and possi-

bly interpreted functions such as arithmetic operators.

In addition we assume the existence of constraints on
cost values of certain predicates. For instance, for Ex-

ample 2 we will assume that axc is a database predicate

whose third argument cannot be negative. Also, by def-

inition, a rule of P is true iff the corresponding rule of

foe(P) is true, and M is a model for P iff it is a model
for foe(P).

For simplicity of discussion we will assume that each

rule containing special atoms is of the following form:

p(X,C) e min(C,S,q(~))

There is no loss of generalit y in this assumption, since

every program can be put in this form by simple rewrit-

ing.

An indantiation of a rule r in P is a ground instance

of r that is obtained by replacing the variables of r with

ground terms fkom the Herbrand Universe of P. An in-

terprded indantiation of r is an instantiation in which

each god corresponding to an interpreted predicate is

true, and all the constraints on cost values of predi-

cates hold. The interpreted instantiation of program P,

denoted PI, is simply the set of all interpreted instan-

tiation of all rules of P. For instance, no interpreted

instantiation of the second rule in Example 2 can con-

tain a goal, say 1 = 1+2, nor one arc(a,b, -5).

The interpreted dependency graph of a program P,

denoted Gp, is a directed graph whose nodes are ground

atoms of foe(P). There is an arc from a node A to

another node B if there is an interpreted instantiation

of some rule r in P such that A appears in the body of

the instantiation and B appears in the head. We restrict

our attention to the class of min programs where each

predicate has at most one distinguished argument called

the cost argument. Predicates with cost arguments are

called cost predicates.

Definition 4: Let P be a min program with inter-

preted dependency graph Gp. P is said to be (cod)

monotonic if for every pair (A, B) of ground cost pred-

icates sharing the same predicate symbol, there is a
path from A to B in G only if cost(n) ~ cogt(A) and

if the path contains a negated arc then the condition

C08t(@ > COSt(A) holds. •1

Theorem 1: Every monotonic min progmm is weakly

atratijied.

Proof: Let P be a min program. Let PH be the Her-

brand instantiation of foe(P). The dependency rela-

tions ~ and ~ between ground atoms of PH are defined

bya)A-J Bifthere isapath from Ato B; b) A<Bif

there is a path from A to B passing through a negative

edge. The predicate < in foe(P) is preinterpreted, and

we can consider to belong to the level O. The model for

the preinterpreted predicate < (denoted Afo) is the set

of ground predicates A < B such that A is less than B.

By application of the Davis-Putnan reduction we obtain

the program P* where each (ground) rule of the form

P(X, C) + g(x, C), =(q(Y, C’), C’ < C) is substituted
by the rule p(X, C) t q(X, C) if C’ > C or by the rule

P(X, C) + 9(X, c), =q(Y, C’) if C’ < C.
The priority relation < on the program P& is tran-

sitive. To prove that is anti-symmetric, let A < B.

Then there exist a A’ and a B’ (not necessarily dis-

tinct from A and B) such that A ~ A’ 4 B’ ~ B and

cost(A’) < cost(B’). Now, if the condition B ~ A also

holds, then there is path from B1 to A’. But since P is a

monotonic program, cosi(B’) ~ cost(A’)-a contradic-

tion. Therefore ~ is partial order and the interpreted

instantiation of our program P (i.e., P&) is loc~Y strat-

ified. Therefore P is weakly stratified. ❑

Although the problem of determining whether a pro-

gram is monotonic is undecidable, simple sufficient con-

ditions can be found. We now define the notion of uni-

formly monotonic program using cost graphs. Predi-

cates which appear inside rnin predicates are called tin

predicates.

The coat graph CGP of a program P is a directed

graph whose nodes are pairs p/k where p is a predicate
symbol in P and k is the position of the cost argument

of p (p/O denotes a predicates that do not have asso-

ciated a cost attribute). There is an arc from a node

q/h to a node p/k with label r if there is an interpreted
instantiation of a rule v in P such that a q-atom ap-

pears in the body and a patom appears in the head.

Moreover, an arc horn q/h to p/k labeled with rule r is

marked with ~ if the arc is derived from an Horn rule

and the cost argument (k-th argument of) p is ~ to the

cost argument (h-argument of q) for every instance of r

in Gp. If the arc is derived from a non Horn rule then

it is marked with nin.

Definition 5: Let SC be a strong component in
CGP. We say that SC is uniformly monotonic if a

cost argument can be identified for each node in SC

and such that all arcs in SC are marked with ~ or
min. A program is said to be uniforndy monotonic If all

its strong components that contain min predicates are
uniformly monotonic. Ii

Theorem 2: Uniformly monotonic man progmms are

monotonic.

Proof: Let P be a uniformly monotonic min program.

The interpreted dependency graph for ~oe(P) contains

negated arcs from a predicate A to a predicate B only

if the condition co8t(A) < cost(B) holds. This implies

that P is also monotonic. ❑
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Thus, uniformly monotonic programs are weakly Clauses If. The immediate consequence operators for
stratified and hence their well-founded models are to- H, N and P denoted respectively by TH, TN and Tp
tal.Moreover, this well founded model also coincides are defined in the usual way [6,12].
with the unique stable model and defines the formal The Backtracking Fupoint procedure for computing
semantics of such programs. stable models presented in [7] can be summarized as

Sufficient conditions for uniform monotonicity are follows:

easily defined for most situations of practical interest,

with the help of a cost graph. The cost graph for the
Stepl. Assume some negative facts and, using these,

program of Example 2 is as follows:
fire the non Horn clauses, giving some new positive

facts,

In practice, the construction of the cost graph would

begin by drawing the dependencies between recursive
predicate names in strong components involving min

predicates. In our example, we have two rules and two

arcs, one from path to ah-path and the other vice versa.

The next task is that of identifying the cost arguments

in all the predicates. This can be done by propagating

the cost arguments from the predicates appearing inside

a rnin predicate into the remaining ones. In Example

2, the third rule identifies the third argument in path

as a cost argument; furthermore the value of this argu-

ment is copied into the third argument of 8hpth. We

depict the mapping defined by the third rule by a di-

rected arc from path/3 to 8h+th/3. Then, the second

rule closes the loop by propagating sh-path/3 back to

path/3, via an arithmetic expression. Having thus iden-

titled the cost arguments, one can now compare their

values. The third rule is a non Horn rule and then the

arc is marked with min. Notice that in the dependent y

graph associated to the program for each instantiation

of the rule there are one positive arc from a predicate

path(a, b, c) to sh-path(a, b, c) and a negated arc from

path(a, b, c’) to sh.path(a, b, c) such that c > c’. For the

second rule, the fact that constraint C2 ~ O holds, im-

plies that C ~ C’1. (It is reasonable to expect that an

intelligent compiler will be able to perform this simple

an.dysis on arithmetic. But, the introduction of an ex-

plicit additional goal C ~ Cl would also be possible to

make the monotonic cost constraint detectable by even

an unsophisticated compiler.)

3 The Greedy Evaluation Tech-

nique

In this section, we consider the problem of comput-

ing the intended model Mp of a min program P. The

clauses of a min program P can be partitioned into (1)

the set of Horn Clauses H and (2) the set of non Horn

Step2. Use the newly derived facts to fire all the Horn

rules until saturation (i.e. compute T&),

Step3. If there is no contradiction bet ween the negative

tits assumed in Step 1 and the positive ones de-

rived in Step 2, then go back to Step 1, otherwise

undo (backtrack) Step 2 and Step 1, then resume

horn Step 1 with different assumptions.

One of the chief sources of inefficiency in the above

procedure is the backtracking step required in Step 3.

This backtracking step could be avoided if it were possi-

ble to make a judicious decision on which negative facts

to assume at Step 1, such that these assumptions will

never be contracted by positive facts later generated

in Step 2. The contribution of this paper is to show

that such a decision can be made judiciously using cri-

teria similar to those used by Dijkstra’s algorithm. We

illustrate this below by using Example 2:

path(X, Y, C) + arc(X, Y, C).

path(X, Y, C) t- sLpath(X, Z, Cl),

arc(z, Y,c2),

C= CI+C2.

sh-path(X, Y, C) + path(X, Y, C),

n~path(X, Y,Cl), Cl < C)).

Note that for this example TX = T’. In each iter-

ation of Dijkstra’s algorithm, we do the following two

things. First, we use the Horn rules to obtain new thcts

path(a, b, c). Second, we add a new tuple of the form

sh_path(a, b, c) to a set L provided that (1) L does not

contain a tuple sh-puth(a, b, J, and (2) that this tuple

has the smallest cost among all the facts satisfying (l).

The fact A.path(a, b, c) can be added correctly only

under the assumption that the final model, does not lit-

erals in the following set: fyath(a, b, X) IX < c}. The

basic idea behind Dtikstra’s algorithm is that this is a

safe assumption, provided that sh-path(a, b, c) denotes

a path with current minimal cost. Therefore, Dijk-
stra’s algorithm computes the stable model of our logic
program using the backtracking tlxpoint procedure-

however, the need for backtracking is avoided since only

the least coat paths are added at each step.

In this paper we show that under the restriction of

uniform monotonic cost, any arbitrary min program
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can be ewduated efficiently using a procedure derived

by combining the procedure described in [7] with the

no-backtracking improvement which follows from Di-

jkstra’s algorithm. This new procedure, called greedy

fizpoint, consists of applying a modified immediate con-

sequence operator UP until saturation to produce the

unique stable model of the program [4]. The operator

Up takes two arguments: the first argument I is used

to build up the stable model, and the second argument

L is an auxiliary set that contains the set of least el-

ements computed so hr. The operator UP, basically,

alternates between two phases: in the first phase all the

Horn clauses are fired (VP), while, in the second phase

the new minima are collected and the non-Horn clauses

are fired (Gp). The operator (Gp) uses a /east(l, L)

operator which returns the set of facts in I that are

minimal in cost, and which do not dominate tkcts that

are already in L.

For example let P(X,C) +- q(X, C), =(q(X,D),

D<C) be our min rule, and consider the atoms

p(a, O),p(a, l),p(b, 2). Then, we say that p(a, 1) dom-

inates p(a, O) but p(b, 2) doesn’t dominate any tuple.

However, if the rule was instead p(X, C) +- p(X, C) ,

1 (p(Y ,D) ,D<C), then p(a, 1) still dominates p(a, O),
but p(b, 2) dominates both p(a, O) and p(a, 1). More

formally, given a set 1, we will denote by Dom(L) the

largest subset W of 1 containing L such that T’(W) =

L. Every member of Dom(L) either belongs to L or

dominates some tuple in L. Hence, the set of 1 fkcts that

do not contradict minima (or do not dominate elements)

already in L is 1 – Dom(L). We define Zeast(.f, L) to be

the set of least-cost elements in 1 – Dom(L).

Definition 6: Greedy Alternating Opemtor:

Let P be a tin program. We define three operators

GP, Up and VP from 2BP x 2BP ~ 2BP x 2BP as follows:

Vp(l, L) = (1 u z’~(1), L)

GF(I, L) = (lu TN(A), LuA)

UP(1, L) = Gp(VP(~, L))

where A = Zead(I, L) •1

Intuitively, the set L contains the set of smallest tu-
ples that were produced so far. The basic step in the
greedy operator is to choose a tuplc from I that (1)

does not contradict existing minima in L and (2) is the

smallest among all such elements. This tuple is then

used to fire the non Horn rules (see Example 4).

We can now state the soundness and completeness

of our greedy fixpoint procedure. Following practice in

lattice theory we define U; for every finite n as follows:

vj = (4,4) and v; = U~(#,d) = UP(U~-l) if n >0.
For n = U’ If Aisaco, UPWis defined to be U* jimite p.

ground atom with a cost attribute then co8t(A) denotes

the value of this cost attribute. If S is a set of ground

atoms then cost (S) denotes the largest value of the set

{cost(A)lA c S}.

Theorem S: Let P be a uniformlg monotonic

min program with unique stable model MP and U; =

(I=, L-). Then 1- ~ Mp.

Proof: Let U; = (~, L“). We prove by induc-

tion that (i) P c Mp and (ii) VA c Mp(cost(A) <

cost(Ln) a A 6 ~). The base case for n = O is

trivially true. Suppose the proposition holds for n.

Clearly !l’~(ln) c Mp. Let J = 1’ U 2’E(P). Let

S = least(J, L*). Suppose that co~t(S) > cost(Lfi).

Let T = min{B E MP Icost (1?) > co8t(L”)}. Hence

there exists an element of T that is derived using

ground atoms from In and a Horn rule from P. Thus,

TnS #&. Hence, in all cases, (i.e., cod(S) ~

cost(Ln)) we have that for each A in MP such that

cost(A) < cost(S) implies A E I*. Hence if S satis-

fies a formula rnin(c, W,p(6, c)) then so does MP. Thus

TN(S) C Mp. U;+l = (In uTH(~) UTN(S), Ln U S).

Hence 1“ U TH (~ ) U TN(S) C Mp and condition (i) is

satisfied. Since cost(Ln US) = cost(S) = Cost(TN (S))

hence (ii) is satisfied as well. Let tl~ = (F’, L=). If

A E IW then A c In for some finite n. By the inductive

proof above, A 6 MP. D

The completeness of the Up operator can be proved

under the assumption of the unbounded cost property.

A program P with stable model MP is said to be un-

bounded in cost if for every infinite subset S of MP,

cod (S) is unbounded. Note that if Mp is finite then

there are no infinite subsets and hence P is trivially

unbounded in cost.

Theorem 4: Let P be a uniformlg monotonic min

progmm which is co8t unbounded. Let the utable model

of P be Mp. Let U; =(1=, Lm). !l’henlw =Mp.

Proofi Let U$ = (.In, L’) for all finite n and n = co.

We first show that Up(U&) = Up. Suppose not. Then

/east(I=, LW ) # ~ and hence let A c Zeast(I=, L-).

Hence A E 1’” for some finite m. Since A does not

contradict minima in L-, we conclude that A does not

contradict minima in Ln for every finite n. However,

A @L“ for every finite n and hence cost(L”) < co8i(A).
Hence the sequence of sets {Lm+kj is e strictly growing
sequence of sets w.r.t. c. Lm~h C P+& C MP, by

Theorem 3. Hence we have an infinite subset of Mp

that is bounded in cost, contradicting the assumption.

We have established that UP(U~) = Uj?. Hence

2’H(P) c P’. Since least(IW, LI”) = ~ and hence

TN(P) c P). Hence TP(IW) = TH(lm)UTN(lm) C

P. Thus, 1- is a model of P. From Theorem 1, P

is a subset of MP which is a stable model and therefore

minimal. Hence P’ = MP. •1

The Up operator generates tuples by alternating be-
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tween the Horn clauses and the non Horn clauses. It

fires the Horn rules once using TH and uses the greedy

idea to obtain tuples using TN. Hence, Up is com-

putable. The strict alternation between VP and GP

is not entirely necessary, in general, for any countable

ordinal n > 0, the following operator U& also computes

the intended model:

U;(I, L) = GP(V;(I, L))

In particular, if n = co then the operator reduces to the

operator used to construct the stable model in [7] (ex-

cept that backtracking is never needed). In the shortest

path example we considered earlier the above observa-

tion is quite trivial because TH = T; implying that

V? = VP for all countable ordinals n >0.

The following example presents a trace of the greedy

&point procedure on an example program.

Example 4:

r(a, b).

p(a, O).

S(x, c) - q(x, c).

p(Y, D) t s(X, C), r(X, Y), D = C + 1.

p(Y, D) - q(X, C), r(X, Y), D = C + 2.

q(X, C) t p(X, C), =(p(X, D), D < C).

Let us step through the computations of the UP opera-

tor. Initially 1 = # and L = qi In the first step, after

firing the Horn rules we obtain 1 =@(a, O), ~(a, b)} with

L unchanged. We now wish to find the set of tuples of

I that do not contradict minima in L and also do not

belong to L. Since L is empty, clearly this is @(a, O)}.

We now choose the least elements from this set which

is {p(a, O)}, include it in L and use it to fire the non

Horn rule to obtain the tuple g(a, O). Thus 1 = {p(a, O),

~(a, b), q(a, O)} after the completion of the first iteration

of up .

We now return to firing the Horn rules using the

VP operator and obtain L = {p(a, 0)] and 1 =

{p(a, O), r(a,b), *(a, O), s(a, O),p(b, 2)3.
At this point we have to find the set of tuples whose mini-

ma are not contradicted by tuples in L. These tuples

are {q(a, O), s(a, O)}. We choose the least of these tuples,

and obtain A = {q(a, O), s(a, O)}, then add A to L. This

set is also used to fire the non Horn rule but, since this

rule uses patoms in the body, TN(A) = +. Hence at the

end of the second iteration, the values for I and L are as

follows: 1 = @(a, O), r(a, b), g(a, O), #(a, O), p(b, 2)} and

L = fy(a, O), q(a, O), 6(a,0)}.
We fire the Horn rules again to obtain the new tu-
ple {p(b, 1)} in 1. Next we find the set of tuples

in 1 whose minima are not contradicted by tuples

in L and this set is A ={p(b, 1)}. The minima

of this set is A itself and we include it in L and

use it to fire the non Horn rule to obtain the tuple

q(b, 1). Hence at the end of the third iteration, we

have 1 = @(a, O), r(a, b), q(a, O), s(a, O), p@, 2),p(b, 1),

q(b, 1)} and L = Ma, O), q(a, O), #(a, O), p(b, l)}.

The reader may verify that the algorithm goes through

one more iteration including the element q(b, 1) in L

and then reaches a fipoint. c1

Similar improvement to the semi-naive over the naive

computation can be incorporated into the greedy flx-

point algorithm. Moreover, the computation of find-

ing the set of tuples that do not contradict the minima

already in L can be made much more efficient by us-

ing appropriate data structures (i.e., the data structure

heap can be used to store the element in 1 – L). After

making these optirnizations it can be shown that the

evaluation of the following program mimics D~kstra’s

algorithm for shortest paths (having a as source node)

and therefore has the same complexity.

path(Y, C) - arc(a, Y, C).

path(Y, C) t sh.path(Z, Cl),

arc(z, Y, C2),

C= CI+C2.

sh_path(Y, C) t path(Y, C),

=(path(Y, D), D < C).

4 Propagation of min predicates

Let S and T be sets of natural numbers. Then, min(SU

T) = mha({min(S), min(!.1’)}). If S and T are exten-

sion of predicates p and q then we have min(p v q) =

min(min(p) V rein(q)). The minimum of a disjunction

of predicates is the minimum of the disjunction of the

minimum of each of the individual predicates. This is

the basic idea behind propagation. In turn, if p and q

are defined in terms of other predicates then the above

step could be carried further.

In this section we design an algorithm for propagat-

ing min predicates while preserving query equivalence

under certain monotonicity constraints. The intuitive

notion of depth of propagation is the following. Let

P be a tin program satisfying the monotonicity con-

straints and let G be the And-Or graph of P. Then

we consider P to be optimal if the rule nodes in any

path in G whose last rule node is a non horn rule does

not include two consecutive rule nodes which are Horn

nodes. This property guarantees that the output of ev-

ery Horn rule defining such a predicate is subject to the

application of at least one min filter before it is used to

fire another rule. We first present an example and then
develop the theory for propagation.

Consider a non-linear program P for evaluating the

short est path.

sh_path(X, Y, C) t min(C, (X, Y), path(X, Y, C)).
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path(X, Y, C) - arc(X, Y, C).

path(X, Y, C) - path(X, Z,Cl),

path(Z, Y, C2),

C== C1+C2.

Suppose the query is of the form ?dqda(x, Y, c).
If we try to evaluate this using the greedy algorithm

we face the problem of having to compute the predicate

path(X, Y, C) first. However, it is clear that tuples in

nh.path are members of the predicate cpath which is

defined as below.

cpath(X, Y} C) + min(Cl, (X, Z), path(X, Z, Cl)),

min(C2, (Z, Y), path(Z, Y, C2)),

c= cl + C2.

cpath(X, Y, C) + min(C, (X, Y), arc(X, Y, C)).

We use adornments to abbreviate the tin predicates

which is defined as follows. An adornment is a (possi-

bly empty) string over the set {u, e, m} satisfying the

following condition: If Ial > 0 then there is a unique

occurrence of m in a. Let a and ~ be two adornments

such that la] = [El and the position of m in a and ~

are the same. We say that a is more constrm”ned than

@if for every i, 1 ~ i ~ IczI, CYi= u~~i = u and there

exists a j such that ~j = e and flj = U.

For example a rnin predicate rnin(c, (X, Y),

puth(X, Y, C)) will be rewritten as path”um(X, Y, C)

whereas a predicate min(C, (X), path(X, Y, C)) is

rewritten as pathUem(X, Y, C). Our non-linear rules
above can be rewritten as follows:

shpath(X, Y, C) t pathum(X, Y, C).

path(X, Y, C) + arc(X, Y, C).

path(X, Y, C) ~ path(X, Z, Cl),

path(Z, Y, C2),

C= C1+C2.

cpath(X, Y, C) * arcum(X, Y, C).

cpath(X, Y, C) t pathuu(X, Z, Cl),

uum(z, Y,c2),path

C= C1+C2.

arcuum(x, Y,c) + min(C, (X, Y), arc(X, Y,C)).

pathuu(X, Y, C) t min(C, (X, Y), path(X, Y, C)).

Undoubtedly, thh set of rules is query equivalent to the
original program since all that we have done is abbrevi-

ate some of the definitions. Observe that we can replace

the last rule above by the following rule:

pathuU(X, Y, C) + min(C, (X, Y), cpath(X, Y, C))

and still retain program query equivalence. Now given

a query of the form ?8h@h we note that the rules

defining path are not reachable from the sh-path and

hence are not needed for evaluating the query. Thus for
a query ?sh_path(X, Y, C) the query equivalent program

for P is the following:

sh-path(X, Y, C) e

cpath(X, Y, C) t-

cpath(X, Y, C) +

arcu~(x, Y,c) +

pathuu(X, Y, C) +

pathum(X, Y, C).

arcu=(x, Y, c).

pathuu(X, Z, Cl),

path”* (Z, Y, C2),

c=ci+c2.

min(C, (X, Y), arc(X, Y, C)).

min(C, (X, Y), cpath(X, Y, C)),

The reader may note the property in the And-Or graph

mentioned earlier for this program. We now formally

present the theory for propagating the min predicate in

a given min program P while preserving query equiva-

lence.

Definition 7: Let f be an n-ary function. We say that

f is total-monotonic in its i:h argument if the existence

of f(xl, . . . ,Xi_l, U, Xi+l,..., X.) and the tkct that

V ~ U, implies that f(X1,..., Xi_l, V, Xi+l, Xn), Xn)

exists and that f (Xl, 4.., Xi-l, V, Xi+~,..., X~) <
f (xl, . . .. Xi_l. V, Xi+l, . . ..X~) .

Let P be a program and A be a pre-interpreted pred-

icate in P. Let S be a set of variables appearing in A.

Then, A is said to be total w.r.t. S if every ground as-

signment of S can be extended to an assignment for the

remaining variables such that A is true in the predefine

interpretation.

The Horn clauses of P are required to be of the fol-

lowing form:

A*B ,..., c,x=f(xl, xn), xn).

where

1.

2.

A, B ,..., C are atoms. The variable X appears in

the cost attribute position of A, and Xl, . . . . Xm

are all the cost variables that appear in the body.

There does not exist any other predicate in the

body that contains more than one cost argument.

The predicate X = f(X1,.. ., X-) is total w.r.t,

{x~,..., xn}. -- ‘“ ‘

Rules for propagating adornments in Horn Clauses:

We assume that for every predicate symbol p that ap-

pears in a rnin program P, the predicate symbol cp does
not appear in P and may be used by the propagation

algorithm.

We illustrate this by considering the following rule as

a running example:

p(x, Y,c) + q(x, z,cl,lii),

r(Z, Y, C2, li2), s(Z, W,C3),

C= Cl+ C2+C3+C3mod S,

l?l =lf2+l.

The adornment for p is uem. The following steps

first assign adornments to variables in the body of the
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rule and then converts it to adornments of argument

positions in goals.

We first propagate the m adornment as follows. Let

W ={Xj If is tot~-monotofic in the jth =gument and
Xj appears exactly twice in the body}. We define dis-

joint sets of body predicates Q and R as follows. R

is the set of predicates whose cost attributes appear in

W. The set Q is the remaining set of predicates. The

coat attributes of every member of R is adorned by m.

In the example rule above, ~ is total-monotonic in Cl

and C2 but not in (?3. Hence W ={C?l, C?2}. Hence,

R ={g(x, z, cl, ivl), ?(Z, Y, C2, N2)3 and Q ={N1 =

N2 + 1, s(Z, W, C3)}.
We now propagate the u and the e adornments. Vari-

ables in R that are adorned as u in the head are adorned

as u in the body. Variables appearing in more than one

predicate in R are also adorned as u. In our example

rule X and Z are adorned as u. Variables in R that

appear only once in Q U R and do not appear in the

head are assigned e. This rule is not applicable in the

example above. Variables in R that appear only once

in Q U R and are adorned as e in the head are adorned

as e. This rule adorns Y as e in our example.

At this stage some of the variables in R may have been

left unadorned. It is safe to adorn all such variables with

u. However, the evaluation is more efficient to adorn

as many of them by e as possible. This improvement is

expressed as follows. The remaining variables appearing

in R are adorned as u or e such that after the adornment

the following condition is satisiled: For every predicate

A in Q, A is total w.r.t. the set of variables that are

adorned as e. In our example, the remaining variables

in R are N1 and N2. The predicate N1 = N2 + 1 is

total w.r.t. {Nl} and w.r.t. {N2} but is not total w.r.t.

{Nl, N2}. Thus, we can satisfy the above condition by

adorning one of Nl, N2 as u and the other as e. Let us

choose to adorn N1 as e and N2 as u.

At this stage, all variables in R are adorned as u, e

or m. Thus, argument positions of predicates in R are

adorned with the same adornment as that of the variable

occupying that position. Uninterpreted predicates in Q

are adorned by e.

The procedure above defines the body of the adorned

rule. Let p be the predicate symbol appearing in the

head and let a be the adornment for the head. If a # c

then the head of the adorned rule is obtained by replac-

ing pin the original rule by cpa. If tr = e then the head

of the adorned rule is obtained by replacing p in the

original rule by Pc. The adorned rule for the example

is:

cpu~(x, Y,c) t qu~e(x, z,cl,lfl),

rumu((z!y!cz,~z)t 6(L Wtcs)$
C= Cl+ C2+C3+C3mod5,

H1=M2+1,

Rule for propagating adornment in Non Horn rules.

1. The variable denoting the cost attribute in the

body is adorned as m.

2. Variables which are not adorned as e in the head

and are grouped w.r.t. min in the body are adorned

ES u. All other variables are adorned as e.

The body of the adorned rule is obtained by replacing

the min predicate by the adorned predicate. If the pred-

icate symbol in the head is p and the adornment for the

head is a then the head of the adorned rule is obtained

by replacing the head of the original rule by pa. For

example if the rule is:

p(x, Y, c) + min(c, (x), q(x, Y, z, c)).

and the adornment for p is uum then the adorned rule

is:

pu~(x, Y, c) t quee’m(x, T, z, c).

The above steps generate an adorned rule given a

rule and an adornment for the head. We use th.s to

define the adorned definition of a predicate p in a pre

gram w.r.t. a given adornment a. An example of the

adorned definition may be found in the beginning of this

section where an adorned definition of poth was intro-

duced w.r.t. the adornment uum.

Let p be an n-ary predicate with cost argument k and

let a be a non-empty adornment for p. Let WI,..., Wn

be a sequence of n distinct variables. Let S ={Wi lai =

u}. Then minde f (p, cr) denotes the singleton set con-

tainhig the following min rule: pa (WI, . . . . W.) -

min(W&, S,p(Wl, ..., Wn)). rmindef(p, a) denotes

the singleton set containing the following min rule:

p=(wl,..., W.) + rnin(W~, S,cp(Wl,..., Wn)). If

cr is the empty adornment then mindef(p, a) and

rmin&~(p, cr) are empty sets. Let P be a min pro-

gram and p be a derived predicate symbol appearing in

P. Given an adornment a for p, adom(p, a) is defined

to be {r”@ appears in the head of r} U rmindef(p, a).

The algorithm for generating a query equivalent pro-

gram is as follows. Starting horn the query predicate

symbol q with adornment c we propagate the adorn-

ment in all the rules that define g. In this process, we

obtain possibly new adorned predicates. These adorned

predicates are then candidates for further propagation

and this step is continued until no new adorned pred-

icates are found. At the end of this step, the set of
adorned predicate symbois which are reachable fkom q’

are known. A query equivalent program can now be

obtained by including the adorned definition of every
adorned predicate. We introduce a minor optimisation

at this point. Suppose that adornments pum and pem

are both reachable fkom gr. Hence, instead of introduc-

ing adorned rules for Pem and for Pum, it is equident
to introduce adorned rules for p“”’ and define Pem as

follows:
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pem(X, Y) 4-- min(C, (X), p”(X, C).

In general, more constrained predicates can be defined

in terms of less constrained ones; this heuristic helps in

reducing the number of recursively defined predicates.

This notion is formalized below and the algorithm is

given in Algorithm 1.

Given a set of adorned predicates 2’, a predicate sym-

bol p“ belonging to T is said to be minimally con-

strained if there does not exist a @ in T such that

~ is less constrained than a. Given a min program
P and a set T of adorned predicates of P, we define

Reduce(P, T) as follows:

1. The set of rules {adorn(p, a) Ipa is minimally con-

strained in T} is included in Reduce (P, T).

2. For every predicate symbol @ in T which is not

minimally constrained choose a pa in T which is

less constrained than ~. Include mindef (pa, @ in

Reduce(P, T).

Algorithm 1 Propagate min predicates

Input: Min progmm P and a query q(..)

Output: Rewritten min progmm quew equivalent to P

var R, S, T : set of predicate $ymbok

var p, q : predicate symbol

var a, f?: adornment
begin

S:= {q’}; T:= 0;

while S# @do

Choose an arbitrary predicate pa G S;

R :={predicate symbols appearing in bodies

of rules in adorn(p, a)};

S:= SU(R– T);

s := s – {pa}; T:= !f’U{p”};

endwhile

P := Reduce(P, T);
end .

Theorem 5: Let P be a min program and Pa the

rewritten progmm obtained from P by application of al-

gorithm 1, then P= is que~ equivalent to P. ❑

We have seen that the greedy tixpoint procedure may

terminate on transformed programs although not on the

original program. Hence it is an interesting problem to

determine the class of programs which can be effectively

computed by using the greedy fixpoint procedure, af-

ter propagation of the min. A Sufficient condition that

guarantees the effective evaluation of an important sub-

class of min programs is presented below.

We will define lfin-Datalog programs to be Datalog

programs extended to allow interpreted finctions (e.g.,

arithmetic) on cost arguments. All the examples con-

sidered so far, are Min Datalog programs.

Definition 8: Let P be a monotonic Min-Datalog

program and Q be a query on P, Consider the program,

say R, obtained from P by adding the following rule:

query(X) + Q. We say that P is safe with respect to

the query Q if the cost graph of R, CGR, satisfies the

following property:

For every node pin C7GR that lies on a cycle, every path

tiom p to the node query contains an arc whose rule’s

label denotes a non horn rule. •1

Then, the following theorem states that the size of all

intermediate relations during the greedy iixpoint com-

putation of a Min-Datalog program are finite.

Theorem 6: Let P be Min-Datalog pmgmm and Q

be the querg such that P is safe with respect to Q. Let

R be the pmgmm genemted j%m P via the propagation

of the min predicate. Then, MR w finite, and the que~

Q w effectively computable. •1

5 Propagation of constants

The only departure from the standard magic sets algo-

rithm arises due to the presence of the min rule s. The

following example illustrates how blndlng information

should be propagated inside min rules.

p(X, Y, C) 4- min(C, (X), q(X, Y, C)).

Suppose the binding for p is bbb. The binding for Y can-

not be propagated since the minimum is desired over all

possible values of Y. Similarly, the binding for C can-

not be propagated, since, by definition, we choose the

minimum ove r all possible values of C. In general, the

cost attributes of every predicate is adorned as f irre-

spective of whether the query binds its cost attribute.

Hence the adorned rule is:

bff(x, Y,c)).pbbb(x, Y, C) - min(c, (x)} q

Hence the rule for propagating binding information in a

ruin rule is: A variable is adorned as b in the body only
if it is adorned as b in the head and is grouped w.r.t.

min. All other variables in the body are adorned as f.

The magic rule corresponding to the above rule is:

mqbf f (X) + mpbbb(X, Y, C).

The remainder of the basic magic sets algorithm is not

required to change. The generalized magic sets algor-

ithm when applied to monotonic min programs could

result in non monotonic tin programs. Hence we re-

strict constant propagation using the basic magic sets

algorithm [9].
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented techniques for the effi-

cient computation of a large class of min and max pro-

grams. For example, given a database of part subpart
relationship in partof, the following program demon-

strates the use of the max predicate to express the ear-

liest assembly time of items, earliest(l, Z’), given the

minimum waiting times wait of the children. This pro-

gram assumes that once all the subparts of a part are

available, the overhead of assembly for the larger part

is negligible.

earliest(I, T) + wait(I, T).

not_bef ore(I, T) t partof (J, I), earliest(J, T).

earliest (I, T) + max(T, (I), not~ef ore(I, T)).

The greedy tkpoint computation ean be applied here,

enabling the usage of Dijkstra’s algorithm on this classi-

cal inventory problem. (Also, the max predicate could

have been pushed inside recursion, if the programmer

had chosen the non-recursive formulation of this prob-

lem).

The techniques presented here are more specialized

than those presented in [2,5], which address generic ag-

gregate predicates (i.e., including cardinality and sum).

By restricting our attention to extrema predicates, we

have obtained techniques that are significantly more ef-

ficient. In fut, the greedy fixpoint computation is sup-

ports the seminaive tixpoint improvement, not available

in [2] and thus performs as Dijkstra’s algorithm on

shortest path problems. Furthermore, the monotonic-

ity conditions introduced here are more general than the

existence of semirings, and detection of monotonicity

appears easier than detection of semirings. An alterna-

tive approach for evaluating min programs is proposed

in [8] which designs another operator. The major dis-

tinction of their operator from ours is that it is is non

monotonic w.r.t set inclusion, applies only when P is

syntactically stratified w.r.t negation and does not re-

quire monotonicit y w.r.t. cost, The non monotonicity

(w.r.t. C) of their operator makes it less efficient than

Up in cases where both apply.

Several interesting problems have been left for fur-

ther research. For instance, a precise characterisation

is needed for the computational complexity of the tech-

niques so fm proposed on well-known graph problems

(for alternative formulations using min and max pred-

icates vis a vis the complexity of classical procedural

formulations, such as the Kleene or Floyd algorithms).

We plan to study how the etliciency of the UP operator
may be enhanced using ideas of differential evaluation

and using efficient data structures. Another open prob-

lem is combining the pushhg of min and max predicates

with the generalized magic set methods, and the related

problems of dealing with the lack of monotonicity or

stratification.
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